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Using a symmetry-based atomic scale theory of lattice distortions, we demonstrate that elastic textures, such
as twin and antiphase boundaries, can generate intricate electronic heterogeneities in materials with strong
electron-lattice coupling, as observed in perovskite manganites and other functional electronic materials.
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Recent advances in imaging techniques have revealed the
presence of rich elastic textures in functional materials such
as colossal magnetoresistivesCMRd manganites,1,2 ferro-
electrics,3 ferroelastics,4 and shape memory alloys.5 In par-
ticular, experiments on certain perovskite manganite
compounds2 have shown the correlation between electronic
transport properties and the presence of meandering an-
tiphase boundariessAPBsd within insulating charge ordered
domains, interpreted as the existence of metallic regions
forming around APBs. It is also reported that strains near
grain boundaries in thin film can significantly modify elec-
tronic properties in manganites.6 The interplay between elas-
tic texture and electronic heterogeneity is thus central to un-
derstanding multiphase coexistence and resultant electronic
properties in CMR and other functional electronic materials.

In this work we illustrate the importance of elastic hetero-
geneities in modifying electronic properties in materials with
strong electron-lattice coupling. In particular, we study the
electronic properties of APBs and twin boundariessTBsd on
a two-dimensionals2Dd lattice. We first show how our re-
cently developed symmetry-based atomic-scale theory of lat-
tice distortions can be used to find atomic configurations of
twin and antiphase boundaries. Within our framework, we
illustrate the differences and similarities between TBs and
APBs from the point of view of localization of longsshortd
wavelength modes inside APBssTBsd, evolution upon en-
ergy relaxation and roughness7 ssmoothnessd of APBs sTBsd.
We subsequently perform a tight binding calculation with a
Su-Schrieffer-HeegersSSHd type model of electron-lattice
coupling to predict the distribution of electronic density of
states, which can be related to the results of scanning tunnel-
ing microscopesSTMd measurements. Our work thus forms
the basis for predicting electronic properties from prede-
signed materials microstructures.

Twin boundaries separate domains related by the rotation
of crystalline axes, whereas APBs represent boundaries at
which the sequence of alternating distortions, such as alter-
nating rotational directions of oxygen octahedra in perov-
skite oxides, change their phasesi.e., broken translational
symmetryd. Although our method can be applied to 2D or 3D
lattices with monatomic or multiatomic bases, we illustrate
our ideas with a square lattice in 2D spacesplanarP4mmd
with a monatomic basis, for which the appropriate atomic
scale distortion variables are the modes shown in Fig. 1.
These modes have important advantages over displace-
ment variables—they reflect the symmetries of the lattice
and can serve as order parameterssOPsd in structural phase
transitions.8 Therefore, energy expressions with desired

ground states can be written in a simpler way in these vari-
ables than in usual displacement variables. Moreover, since
the lattice distortions are decomposed into the modes atkW

=s0,0d slong-wavelength or intercell modesd and kW =sp ,pd
sshort-wavelength or intracell modesd, the approach using
these modes reveals the differences between long and short
wavelength lattice distortions in a natural way.

We consider APBs, such as the one shown in Fig. 2 where
open circles represent the distorted atomic positions, forsx or
sy modes.9 The simplest energy expression yielding a ground
state with either puresx or sy mode lattice distortion is
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where the coefficientsD , G1, G2 swith G1,G2d can be ob-
tained from interatomic forces andCn are the associated elas-
tic moduli.

Since the ground state haskW =sp ,pd component lattice
distortions, we define variables with tilde by multiplying
s−1dix+iy with all intercell/intracell/displacement variables

fe.g., s̃xsiWd=sxsiWds−1dix+iy, d̃xsiWd=dxsiWds−1dix+iyg. In wave vec-
tor space, this corresponds to interchanging thes0,0d and
sp ,pd points. Therefore,s̃x and s̃y are the modes nearqW
=s0,0d, and ẽ1, ẽ2, and ẽ3 are the modes nearqW =sp ,pd,
where qW represents the wave vector for the variables with
tilde. The constraint equations in the continuum limit are
ẽ1,3srWd=s¹ys̃x±¹xs̃yd / s2Î2d and ẽ2srWd=s¹xs̃x+¹ys̃yd / s2Î2d.
These relations show that spatial variations ofintracell

FIG. 1. Distortion modes for a 2D square lattice with a mon-

atomic basis, for example,sxsiWd=hdxsiWd−dxfiW+s10dg+dxfiW+s11dg
−dxfiW+s01dgj /2, wheredxsiWd anddysiWd represent the displacement of

the atom at siteiW along x shorizontald and y sverticald directions,
respectively. Intercell modese1, e2, and e3, correspond to dilata-
tion, shear, and deviatoric long wavelength modes. Intracell modes
sx andsy correspond to the normal coordinates of the zone boundary
mode.
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modesss̃x, s̃yd always generateintercell modessẽ1,ẽ2,ẽ3d,
which provides a microscopic origin to the phenomenologi-
cal gradient energy term in continuum elasticity theory.
Therefore, intercell modes are present inside an APB at
which an intracell mode with tilde changes its sign. Similar
arguments apply to a TB—the spatial variations of intercell
modes always generate intracell modes inside a TB through
their constraints—and lead to a similar solitary profile for TB
and APB.4,10 However, there exists a fundamental difference
between intercell and intracell modes: In thek→0 limit,
e1, e2, and e3 are given as a first derivative ofdx and dy,

whereas in theq→0 limit, s̃x and s̃y are 2d̃x and 2d̃y. There-
fore, e1, e2, and e3 are related by constraint equations,
whereass̃x and s̃y are not constrained by each other.

We consider the APB between the two ground states with

s̃xsiWd= ±ÎD /G1= ±sx
0 sFig. 2d. On expanding Eq.s1d around

the ground state and retaining leading order terms, we write
the energyEAPB=EAPB,OP+EAPB,NOP, where

EAPB,NOP= o
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and D8=DsG2/G1−1d. The energyEAPB has the identical
form to that for a TB withe3 as OP—a double-well potential
for OP and harmonic potentials for non-OP. For both TB and
APB problems, the non-OP energy terms mediate an aniso-
tropic interaction between OPs through the constraints. The
minimization of EAPB,NOP using Lagrange multipliers leads

to EAPB,NOP
min =oqW

1
2s̃xs−qWdŨsqWds̃xsqWd, whereŨsqWd has aq2 lead-

ing order term with an anisotropic coefficientŨ2suqd=fsC1

+C2+C3d+sC2−C1−C3dcos 2uqg /16. When transformed into
real space in 2D, theq2 leading order term gives rise to a
short rangeR−4 interaction between OP’ss̃x, in contrast to the
long-rangeR−2 interaction between OP’se3 for the TB case,
whereR is the distance between two sites.11–13Such different
ranges of interactions are consistent with our understanding7

of smoothness and roughness of TBs and APBs, that our
simulations reproduce.

The physical origin of the long-range interaction between
intercell modes and short-range interaction betweenintracell
modes lies in the difference in the symmetry operations re-
lating the two domains separated by a TB or APB. For a TB,
the sign change in the OP corresponds to a change in orien-
tation, which has no intrinsic length scale and thus gives rise

to a long-range interaction. For an APB, the sign change in
the OP signifies translation of the configuration by one
atomic spacing, implying the presence of an intrinsic atomic
length scale that is responsible for the fast decay of the in-
teraction between OPs. These considerations apply to any
2D/3D lattice with monoatomic or multiatomic bases. We
can also expect it to be valid for the rough and fluctuating
stripes suggested in high-TC cuprates, which are examples of
magnetic APBs. Arguments similar to those in Ref. 14, re-
lated to the range of the interactions, explain the character-
istic smoothness and roughness of TBs and APBs.

The full expression of the kernelŨsqWd in EAPB,NOP
min is

given by
ŨsqWd = fsC1 + C3d/2gTysqWd2 + sC2/2dTxsqWd2

−
sC1 + C2 − C3d2TxsqWd2TysqWd2

4D8 + 2sC1 + C3dTxsqWd2 + 2C2TysqWd2 , s4d

where TxsqWd=tansqx/2d and TysqWd=tansqy/2d. We choose
similar parameter values for both APB and TB cases and use
the Euler method11,12,15 to relax the total energy associated
with the lattice starting from random initial conditions. The
simulation corresponds to a rapid quench to temperatureT
=0 and it shows differences in the formations of TBs and
APBs in the course of the evolution. The results,e3 for TB
and s̃x for APB, on a 64364 lattice with periodic boundary
conditions are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, where
the main panels show real space distributions and insets the
k- or q-space distributions. Figures 3sad and 4sad correspond
to early stages of the relaxation, whereas Figs. 3sbd and 4sbd
reflect the OP distributions for late stages. Even at the early
stage, the presence of the long-range correlation between the
intercell OP along 45° and 135° can be identified in the main
panel in Fig. 3sad, reminiscent of tweed structures in marten-
sitic and other multiferroic materials. Thek-space distribu-
tion plotted in the inset of Fig. 3sad shows strong preference
of e3skWd along 45° and 135° orientations. Such long-range
correlation and anisotropy are absent for the phase of the
intracell mode distortion, as shown in Fig. 4sad. The late
stage of the relaxation depicted in Figs. 3sbd and 4sbd shows
characteristic smooth TBs and rough APBs. The TB is meta-
stable and cannot be removed by further relaxation, unless
large amplitude noise is applied. In contrast, the APB in Fig.
4sbd, which is a ring due to the periodic boundary condition,
shrinks and disappears upon further relaxation. Although the
solitary-wave profile of the smooth APB along a certain di-
rection is a metastable state, the absence of a long-range
interaction between the phase of intracell mode distortions
prevents the relaxation of random initial configuration from
reaching such metastable states. This indicates that lattice
defects or boundary conditions are necessary to reach the
metastable solitary-wave APB configuration in materials, and
they influence the geometry of APBs.

To study functional electronic aspects associated with
these TB and APB microstructures, we consider the modula-
tion of electronic properties based on the following SSH
electron-lattice coupling Hamiltonian

HSSH= o
iW,a=x,y

− t0f1 − asd
iW+â

a
− d

iW
adgsc

iW
†
ciW+â + c

iW+â

†
ciWd, s5d

FIG. 2. sColor onlined An example of the atomic displacement
pattern on either side of an APB. Solid and open circles represent
atomic positions for undistorted square lattice and distorted lattice,
respectively. Red and bluesdifferent gray scalesd represent the posi-
tive and negative signs of thesx mode defined for each plaquette.
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wherec
iW
†

is the creation operator for an electron atiW. We use

dxsiWd anddysiWd obtained from our atomistic model as inputs to
the SSH Hamiltonian.16 For t0=1, a=1, and the TB and APB
results shown in Figs. 3sbd and 4sbd, we find all energy levels
and eigenstates numerically, and calculate the local density
of statesDOSd at each site and the distributions of local DOS
and charge density for chosen Fermi energiessEFd, as shown
in Figs. 5–7.

The blue curve in the inset of Fig. 5sad represents the local
DOS within the domain of Fig. 3sbd, close to the bulk DOS
for the homogeneous phase. The energy difference between
the two peaks is proportional toaue3u. Within the TB, ue3u is
small and therefore the local DOS spectral weight moves
towardE=0, as shown with a red curve. This local shift of
the DOS weight can be measured using direct local probes,
such as STM.1,17 For theEF shown in this inset, the local
DOS is smaller inside the TB than inside the domain, and the
main panel of Fig. 5sad shows the real space distribution of
local DOS at thisEF. The oscillation of local DOS within the
domain is related to Friedel oscillations. The charge density,
which is the area in the local DOS belowEF, is a constant
s0.5d if EF=0. If EF,0, more electrons are depleted from
the TB than the domain, as shown in Fig. 5sbd. The charge
density also has a Friedel oscillation, though not clearly vis-
ible in Fig. 5sbd. The feedback from electron to lattice ne-

FIG. 3. sColord e3siWd smain panelsd and ue3skWdu sinsetsd obtained
from simulation for TB:sad early andsbd late stages of the lattice
relaxation. Parameter valuesssee Ref. 8 for the definitionsd are
A1=A2=B=4, A38=5, and F3=50. The center of the inset corre-
sponds tokW =0 and the four cornerskW =s±p , ±pd. fDark red: 0.32,
dark blue: −0.32, white color in the inset: larger than 0.2 times the
maximum ofue3skWdu.g

FIG. 4. sColord s̃xsiWd smain panelsd and us̃xsqWdu sinsetsd distribu-
tions obtained from simulations for APB:sad early andsbd late stage
of the lattice relaxation. Parameter values areC1=C2=C3=D8
=4, D=5, andG1=50.

FIG. 5. sColord Electronic properties calculated for the lattice
distortion in Fig. 3sbd. sad Inset: local DOS within the domainsblue
curved and TBsred curved; main panel: spatial distribution of local
DOS at EF. sbd Corresponding charge density distributionsdark
blue: 0.36, green: 0.39d.

FIG. 6. sColord Electronic properties calculated for the lattice
distortion in Fig. 4sbd. sad Inset: local DOS within the domainsblue
curved and APBsred and green curvesd; main panel: spatial distri-
bution of local DOS atEF=0 sdark blue: 0, dark red: 2d. sbd Spatial
charge density distribution forEF=0.1 sgreen: 0.52, dark red: 0.72d.

FIG. 7. sColord Local DOS calculated for the lattice distortion in
Fig. 4sbd at variousEF valuessad −1.5, sbd −1.1, scd −0.7, andsdd
−0.3 sdark red: 0.35, dark blue: 0d.
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glected here may generate a similar Friedel oscillation of the
lattice, although the effect for the case in Fig. 5 would be too
small to be observed.

The inset of Fig. 6sad shows the local DOS for the APB
case. Within the domain, in spite of thesp ,pd-type lattice
distortion, each site has one closer and one further neighbor
in the horizontal directionsFig. 2d. Due to the symmetry
between left and right inside the domain, the electronic prop-
erties are still homogeneous, but such a distortion pattern
results in a V-shaped local DOS with zero DOS atE=0,
plotted as a blue curve in the inset of Fig. 6sad sthe small
finite value of local DOS atE=0 is due to the finite energy
bin sized. Near thevertical APB, the symmetry between left
and right is broken, which brings out the effect ofsp ,pd type
lattice distortions in the electronic properties, as shown in the
main panels of Fig. 6. For example, along sites at the center
of the vertical APB shown in Fig. 2, the neighboring sites in
the horizontal direction are alternately closer or further apart.
The red line in the inset of Fig. 6sad represents the local DOS
for the sites with two further neighbors within the center of
the APB. This has a peak nearE=0. The green line repre-
sents the local DOS at sites with two closer neighbors, right
next to the sites for the red curve along the vertical direction.
The difference between the red and green curves emphasizes
the difference that occurs in density of states due to atomic-
scale changes in microstructure along an APB. Such atomis-
tically sharp changes at structural interfaces have been ob-
served in CMR manganites with STMsRenneret al.1d. The
local DOS atEF=0 is zero within the domain and finite only
around the APB with asp ,pd component modulation, as
depicted in the main panel of Fig. 6sad. fWe note that the
sp ,pd modulation is weaker near the horizontal part of the
APB.g This means that the electronic states created by the
APB dominate the low energy properties of the whole sys-
tem, e.g., conductivity or specific heat. The charge density
for EF slightly higher than zero is plotted in Fig. 6sbd.
Checkerboard-type modulations of electronic properties

around APBs, reflecting the electronic states coupled to the
sp ,pd-type lattice distortions, demonstrate that STM studies
of TB and APB can be used to reveal underlying electronic
properties of materialssusually hidden in a homogeneous
phased, similar to the way that single impurity atoms have
been used to reveal superconducting properties in high-TC
cuprates. Results for different values ofEF are displayed
in Fig. 7. Local DOS modulations, particularly the check-
erboard-type modulations, tend to reach even further into the
domain than the elastic texture itself. We also note that the
checkerboard type modulations with a wave vectorsp ,pd
are present at anyEF, in contrast to Friedel oscillations for
TBs which change wave vectors withEF. Though specific
details found here would depend on the types of APB, it is
still expected that the wave vectors of electronic modulations
near different types of APB are related to the wave vector of
underlying lattice distortions irrespective ofEF.

Although the orbital states and type of electron-lattice
coupling in CMR manganites are different from the simple
model presented here, our results suggest that simple APBs
from double-well type potentials, such as Eq.s3d, may give
rise to electronic heterogeneities, but not undistorted metallic
regions with uniform charge densities near APBs. An energy
landscape with a local minimum at the undistorted state,
such as the one considered in Ref. 18, would be more likely
to nucleate metallic domains at APBs, and create percolating
conducting paths in CMR manganites.

In summary, we have shown that in functional materials
with strong electron lattice coupling, the electronic proper-
ties are distinctly modified near elastic textures such as TBs
and APBs, which can be directly measured by STM. The
results also show that the heterogeneities of electron local
DOS are not confined within TBs and APBs, but can propa-
gate into domains in the form of Friedel oscillations for TBs
and with the wave vector related to short wave length lattice
distortions for APBs.
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